EDITORIAL
A very happy New Year to all members of the Thriplow Society, and indeed to all residents
of Thriplow. As we enter this New Year we shall all look forward to the principal change to
our environment - the building of the new Village Hall, due to begin on April 1st. and it
should be completed for a grand opening on the first day of the new millennium. Although
this should prove to be our major event we have a whole year to celebrate the coming of a
new period of a thousand years in the life of the village. It was clear at the Village meeting
held in December that, by a unanimous vote, there is no support for residential development
in Peck’s Close and little support for any large scale development of any kind. One wonders
whether in the next millennium Thriplow will see any change at all! Certainly change has
been slow coming to this village as many of the older properties are known to have existed in
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and only since the end of the last war has there been any
substantial change to the village framework, and this principally by infilling between existing
buildings. Our oldest building is the Parish Church of St. George or All Saints, the present
structure dating from the end of the thirteenth century but undoubtedly built on an earlier
Christian foundation. Even if other buildings are removed or altered out of all recognition
surely the Church will be there to welcome the millennium year of 3000.
We shall await with great interest the recommendations of the Parish Council’s committee on
how Thriplow might celebrate the coming epoch, but as a Society with a strong historical
interest we hope that there will be some event of lasting consequence alongside the
jollifications. The Thriplow Society will endeavour to record the celebrations this year and
to exhibit some of its evidence of Thriplow’s fascinating past, but it will not be forgetful of
the need to leave an appropriate legacy for future generations.
The Thriplow Daffodil Weekend Trust has announced a Youth Award For Good Citizenship.
Applications should be received by the Secretary of the Trust by May 1 st. The recipients will
be required to report to a public meeting in the village and to prepare a summary for the
Thriplow Society. We welcome this initiative and look forward to seeing the reports and, if
appropriate, publishing them in the Thriplow Journal.
Our last talk held in October was by Cambridge University’s specialist on fungi. Dr. Harry
Hudson who gave an illustrated lecture on the many kinds of fungi and fascinated us with his
accounts of being summoned to Addenbrooke’s to identify the effects of consuming the
poisonous varieties and recommending the treatment for mis-identification. We were unable
to arrange a meeting for November, but hope that members will join us to hear another of
Cambridge’s experts; this time, on Monday February 8th. David Short will be talking on
‘What people had in their houses 1600-1800’. We have arranged a social event for Saturday 6
March-an evening of Magic, once again with John Whitmore plus refreshments, and then we
have the AGM on April 19th. with a representative of Twyfords outlining the important work
on seed and plant trials taking place in Thriplow.
Shirley Wittering and Peter Speak - Joint Editors .

A WARTIME BOYHOOD.
Les Warner

My family moved from Potton to Thriplow in 1937; I was six years old at the time, and it was
to be the start of a most enjoyable period of my life. We lived at 2 Cochranes farm; there was
no electricity, an outside lavatory, and water had to be fetched from a pump. This pump was
used by about eight nearby houses, but we were lucky as the pump was located outside our
back door so we didn’t have far to go. Every morning I used to go with a small enamel can to
fetch our milk from Perrin’s Farm in Foremans Road. It was interesting living at the farm
because there was always something happening so I never felt bored. My father was a
traction engine driver for Mr Bob Pumfrey and used to travel round to farms in the
surrounding villages to do their thrashing.

The teacher at the school at the time was Miss Knights, but she was later replaced by Miss
Overhill. In 1939 war was declared and lots of evacuees came from London to stay in the
village. At one stage there were so many that the local children went to school in the
morning, and the evacuees in the afternoon. After a short time several returned to London so
things got back to normal. All the village people started preparing for air-raids. Air-raid
shelters were dug and constructed in gardens. The school had an air-raid shelter made in the
field just the other side of the wall which surrounded the original playground. A gap was
made in the wall to enable us to run from the school into the shelter. We were all issued with

gas-masks which had to be carried to school or anywhere else we went. There was a
searchlight unit along the Drift and an anti-aircraft battery on the top of Gravel Pit Hill. A
plane was shot down by this battery and they cut the German cross marking out of the
fuselage and presented it to the school as a trophy. This was placed on top of one of the
cupboards and remained there all through the war. (I wonder where this cross is now? Ed.)

Lots of incendiary bombs fell in the area around Thriplow Farms. I found the fin of one in the
bottom meadow. There was also a bomb dropped behind the Fowlmere Road Council
Houses, where Sheralds Croft is now built.

Fund raising weeks were held at various times through the war. They were called “Warships
Week”, “War Weapons Week”, “Wings for Victory Week” and “Salute the Soldier Week”.
Each village was given a target of money to raise or exceed if possible. Events were held on
every day of the week, consisting of socials, dances, whist drives, concerts etc. For the first
one an indicator board resembling a large thermometer was placed against the blacksmith’s
shop. It was marked with amounts of money, and each morning Dick Fielder came with a
paint pot and brush and painted up the scale the amount raised the day before. We were
pleased when not only did we reach out target but passed it. This indicator board was
replaced for later fund raising weeks by a clock type dial mounted on the end of what is now
the Village Hall. The hand on the dial just had to be moved to the amount raised. On
Saturday mornings I and other boys used to collect a large hand cart from Mr Vinter’s at the
Manor and go round the village collecting waste paper and other salvage. This was taken to a
shed at Mr Jackson’s house on the Green to be picked up later to help the War effort.

When the war ended we all collected wood and anything combustible and built a huge
bonfire which was lit to celebrate V.J. day. After six years of war it was now over.

I left school and started work at Mr Parker’s farm. (Winter Egg Farm - Thriplow House?).
From there I went as assistant to Mr Baker who was Thriplow Farm’s gamekeeper. In 1949 I
was called up and joined the Army, my family moved to Duxford, the village where I was
born. I now live in Harston but some of my happiest memories stem from the time I lived in
Thriplow; it is still my favourite village.

Les Warner.

Shirley Wittering

The Weather in 1998

What distinguished 1998 from other years? Of all things, it must be the rainfall for we had
four inches of rain more than the average over 19 years of twenty two inches. It was the
wettest year since 1992 but the big difference was that six years ago the spring along the
footpath from Middle Street to Church Street (across The View) was gushing with water in
the winter and the pond at Rectory Farm had water in it.
Compared with the 17-19 year averages, this is what the 1998 mean values looked like:1998
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1998 was very similar to 1997 temperature-wise with the mean daytime and night-time
figures almost the same. Even the two hottest days (August 11th & 12th) were so close to
August 10th of 1997 but they were 3F less at 88F. The coldest nights (1st & 2nd February
1998) at 24F were 8F warmer than 1997. The last spring frost occurred on 4th May and
didn’t damage the fruit trees giving many people a glut of apples which, when left on the
ground, benefited the birds right through to the new year. We had up to nine blackbirds eating
together plus a green woodpecker and a pair of pheasants. The first frost of winter came on
18th October. There were no days when the temperature did not rise above freezing.

Precipitation
The wettest month was, as last year, June with 4.3” though April (3.9”), September (3.8”) and
October (3.3”) were also above average.
It was virtually a snow-free year with just a little falling on 13th & 14th April plus a few flakes
on 5th December.

Main Events
Gales were once again few and far between though we had our aerials blown down by the
Boxing Day ‘blow’. Other gales were on 3rd & 4th January and 24th-27th October.
We were supposed to be able to see the Leonid Meteors at their peak on the night of 17th
November but they turned out to be a non-event. We are told they will be better in 1999. We
are also told to expect an eclipse of the sun on 11th August 1999 but this is forecast to be
considerably less spectacular than the eclipse of just about everything else when the
computers all go down on the night of 31st December 1999! Bird-wise, we have noticed an
increase in chaffinches and almost a complete absence of hedge sparrows. Nuthatches, a
Green woodpecker and a small flock of Willow tits as well as the weekly visits of the
Longtailed tits delighted us this winter.
Daffodil Weekend
This year turned out to be the second wettest since 1980, there was 6.1 mm and 3.0 mm of
rain on these two days respectively which reduced the number of visitors but not their
spending. Some of the showers were heavy. The temperature was 60F on the Saturday and
58F on the Sunday.
The year finished with a mild 50F on New Year’s Eve though the day was dull and damp.
New Year came in with an overnight temperature of 45F rising to 50F on January 1st.
Bill Wittering

ELIAS Of THRIPLOW
I was browsing through the index in the University Library the other day
looking up Thriplow and came across the above title. Intrigued I found the
book and brought it home. It was written by Roger Hillas, Assistant Professor
of English at Howard University, New York and was based on his PhD thesis.
Helias Rubeus Tripelaunensis was a thirteenth century theologian,
polymath and courtier. Among some of his documents known to be at
Barnwell Priory, Cambridge in the sixteenth century was Contra Inanem
Nobilitatem or Against Empty Nobility, an attack on vain and shallow men
who frequented the royal court. He wrote that true nobility came from virtue
not blood, “He who boasts of his ancestry praises something not his own”.
The other work and indeed the only surviving copy at Barnwell was
Serium Senectutis or Grave Thoughts in Old Age which is the subject of the
book I had borrowed. At least two other works were mentioned by John Leland
(1506-1552) but have not survived and little is now known of them. Thomas
Fuller also mentioned Elias in his “History of the Worthies of England”,
published in 1662.
It seems that Elias was born in Thriplow, to a family that held one
cotland of the Bishop of Ely. A cotland is the equivalent of about an acre which
would not have been enough to provide much of a living, but Elias as an
educated ‘master’ - a name denoting the status of an university training would probably have leased out his land and lived either in Cambridge or
London earning his living as a teacher of Grammar.
His name appears in a survey of Thriplow lands belonging to the Bishop
of Ely dated 1222, but is absent in one dated 1251. This later survey ‘The Old
Coucher’ mentions Albric son of Elias, so it would seem that Elias died
sometime before 1251 and was probably born around 1180-1190.
Serium Senectutis is a philosophical work and takes the form of a
conversation between Elias and his friend Phillip. Roger Hillas the author of
the book had the Latin on one side of the page and the English translation on
the other. The ending makes good reading:‘How rightfully joyful it was and how pleasant,
Even now, I sense, made wise by experience,
For harmonious companions to live together freely,
Rebuff brawls and vicious disagreements…….
It is brilliantly apparent, altogether utterly commonplace,
That a man who lacks friends does not live well:
If he falls or lies prostate, he will be slow to rise.
So let us live together without dissent, and to the limit
Of our powers banish conflicts far from us.
Here end the Grave thoughts in Old Age of Elias Rubeus of Thriplow.”

Printed in the U.S.A. on acid free paper & made to last; 1995.
S.A.W.

THE DAYS OF THE CARRIER
By Bill Wittering

Carriage of goods and passengers is now so well organised with trains and buses and many
lorry transport companies. But it was not always so. Thriplow did not have a bus service until
1922; before then there were trains but Foxton and Harston stations were five miles away.
You could walk or cycle – if you could afford a bicycle – but otherwise you relied heavily on
the very local network of horses and carts known as carriers.
Thriplow was fortunate in that it was possible to go by this means to Royston on market day
(Wednesday), to Cambridge on Wednesday and Saturday, and, by arrangement with the
carrier, to Foxton Station at which the first train stopped on 1st August 1851 though it was
another seven months before there were through trains to Cambridge. It was not unknown
before that for people to walk to Cambridge. It is said that young men seldom courted girls
more than walking distance from their homes!
Things really haven’t changed so much over the years. Even now, you can only travel to
Royston and back on market day by bus and Mondays to Saturdays there are three buses to
Cambridge and five back. We do however have our cars; few people had their own transport
a hundred years ago.
But to return to the carriers. Who were these people? The various directories list them over
the years as follows:

Thriplow Carriers

1839

Mr Payne: left the Half Moon, Cambridge on Mondays (and
presumably returned)

1858
1864

Charles Young Junior (beer retailer): to Cambridge Saturdays 7.0 am.
Jacob Bush (beer retailer): to Cambridge Thursdays & Saturdays 7.0
am

1876

Mrs Mahala Bush:(beer retailer):

1879

Frederick Perrin (Fox Inn) and Mrs Mary Barker:

ditto
ditto

1883

John Wombwell (lived in Thriplow): to Cambridge on Saturdays.
John Lodge – passes through – to Cambridge Wednesdays & Saturdays.

1904

Charles Smith (The Green Man): farmer and carter.

After 1904, it is known that John Softly, postmaster and shopkeeper ran a carrier’s service
first with a pony and trap and then (from 1926) with a Ford van the registration number of
which was ER507. Sheila Andrews remembers in “Steps Back in Time” that her father went
to Cambridge to learn to drive this van which was equipped with wooden benches on each
side and a strip of carpet down the middle. This was the only means of motor transport in the
village available to the ordinary person.
For long distance travel, before the trains came, a good service of coaches passed through
Fowlmere on their way from Cambridge or Newmarket to London via Puckeridge and it
would have been easy for Thriplow people to walk to Fowlmere to catch a coach or they
could have paid the carrier to take them there
My great uncle, John Spriggins, whom I never knew because he died of flu in the 1912
epidemic, was the carrier from Aston, Herts., to Stevenage and Hitchin Markets.
No doubt the carrier service from Fowlmere to Cambridge (and Royston for that matter)
would have detoured through Thriplow if required. Dennis Ellis Hitch mentions in his “A
Mere Village” that his grandfather Ellis Thomas Hitch ran the carrier’s business from
Fowlmere to Cambridge at the turn of the century in conjunction with William Lodge.
Thomas Lodge is recorded as landlord of the Shoulder of Mutton, Little Thriplow, in 1851
and as a carrier in 1864 and John Lodge as carrier in 1896 and 1900. Hitch says that the
carrier’s service to Cambridge ceased in 1931 by which time it would most likely have been
motorised. After then, the buses would carry parcels – a service which was still available
from Premier Travel when I came to Thriplow in 1977.

Winnie Jones in her father’s van.

Mrs Winnie Jones (nee Hitch) who lives in Lynch Lane, Fowlmere, remembers her father’s
carrier’s business well. He was born in 1889 and died in 1986 at the very commendable age
of 97. He started with a cart and eventually acquired a lorry (see photograph) and apart from
running a regular service to Cambridge, would call at Dellers at Bacon’s Farm, Parker’s
poultry farm, Mr Hodge Sheldrick’s in Church Street and anyone else who requested his
services. He would pick up on a Tuesday ready to make an early start for Royston on
Wednesdays for the market. He had a closed-in cart in which he would take people to Foxton
Station; it was a bumpy ride in those days as the road was not tarmacked. He sold vegetables
around Fowlmere on Saturday mornings. In his early days, his mode of transport was a
bicycle.

With the demise of the carrier and his horse and cart, the supremacy of the horse as man’s
main means of transport for very many centuries was at an end. The purpose of this article
was to relate the last few decades of horse transport for goods and passengers in our area. If
the reader is interested in going back to the days of coaches, may I recommend reading
“Fragments of Two Centuries” by Alfred Kingston.
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GLEANINGS
In Memoriam: Winnie Ison died in December aged 94. She
was the widow of Harry Ison a familiar figure to many in
Thriplow. The Isons go back to 1678 and Mrs Ison was the last
Ison to live in the village.
Sylvia Butterworth died January 16th, 1999. She was at one
time a staunch member of the W.I. and an excellent dancer.
Our condolences go to their relatives and friends.
Thanks to Les Warner, Tony Charter and Kath Pettit for the loan of
photographs. Thanks also to Betty and Cliff Parker for the gift of a Christmas
tree for the village hall grounds, and to Peter Yates for helping Bill and Shirley
set it up.
Thanks also to Parish Counsellor Mark Deller and his father George who have
planted 645 trees on both sides of Gravel Pit Hill, the eastern side of Chrishall
Grange Road and along Long Croft Road, (now the southern part of Church
Street). Species include, Ash, Beech, Field Maple, wild Cherry, English
Whitebeam and Crab Apple. 10 Oak and 10 Horse Chestnut have been
planted elsewhere in the village.. The scheme was financed by Robert Smith,
South Cambs District Council and Thriplow Parish Council as a contribution
to the Millenium. Future generations will give thanks for their imagination
and generosity.
The Thriplow Landscape History Project is hoping to survey Godson’s Close,
the meadow in School Lane next to the Green, on Sunday February 7 th. If
anyone is interested in helping please get in touch with Shirley Wittering, Tel.
208 269. In wet winters this piece of land reveals areas which could be house
platforms and there seems to be a street pattern going up to the school.
Oliver Walston in his television programme ‘Against the Grain’ quoted his
wheat yield as 3 tons an acre and this was on the low side. This converted into
Bushels comes to 108 bushels per acre; in 1940 the average national yield was
34 bushels per acre and in 1794 the yield of wheat in Thriplow was 24
bushels per acre. In the days of Good Queen Bess the yields were 16-20
bushels per acre. Oliver might be interested in the cost of manuring the fields
in 1794 – fifty shillings (£2-10s) per acre!
STOP PRESS: Just time to mention the excellent talk given by Dr Oliver
Rackham, fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, on ‘Ancient
Hedgerows’. His talk was both entertaining and far reaching and a packed hall
listened enthralled to him. Some had come from Cambridge and even
Bedfordshire to hear him; some were forced to sit on the floor for lack of
chairs! The committee are in the process of compiling next years programme,
and a good one it looks to be.
Don’t forget the next meeting. Monday, February 8th.

